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Guidelines for Congregations and Clergy
on Political Action
How can UCC congregations participate constructively in the political process
during this election year? What are the opportunities and legal limits to faith-inspired political activity? This guide helps you understand what kind of activities
UCC churches and clergy can undertake to lift up our concerns and our witness
in the elections.

Political Activities of Churches are Limited Due to IRS
Tax Exempt Status
Almost all churches are tax-exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code on the basis that they are “operated exclusively for religious,
charitable or educational purposes”

‘Shout out, do not
hold back! Lift up
your voice like a
trumpet!’
–– Isaiah 58:1

As a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization, a church:
• is exempt from paying corporate income taxes, and donations to it are tax
deductible on federal tax returns
• may expend funds for religious, charitable and educational purposes, and
an insubstantial amount on lobbying and to promote legislation
A 501 (c)(3) exempt organization may not “participate in, or intervene in any
political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office”

Political Activities
Political activities are quite broad and range from contributions to a political
candidate to discussing public policies and election-year issues to publishing the
voting records of incumbents running for re-election. Only some of these activities are considered active “electioneering,” which cannot be done by a church.
There are no restrictions on educating church members about election-year issues and promoting discussion of public policy. However, your church is prohibited from expressing its support for or opposition to any candidate during the
discussion of issues and policies if it wishes to maintain its tax-exempt status.
United Church of Christ
Justice and Witness Ministries
100 Maryland Ave. NE, #330
Washington, DC 20002
202 543 1517

Other kinds of unrestricted political activity include holding voter registration
and get-out-the-vote drives, preparing and distributing nonpartisan voter guides
and voting records, and sponsoring candidate forums and debates.
Clergy and church leaders have the same rights as every American citizen and
may fully participate in political campaigns as individuals; however, they must
announce that they are acting on their own behalf and not on behalf of the
church.
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Guidelines for Congregations and Clergy on Political Action
Political Activities

Churches?

Clergy as Individuals?

Discuss the position of candidates on public issues

Yes

Yes

Endorsement of political candidates

No

Yes

Contributions to political candidates

No

Yes

In-kind expenditures in favor of or against political
candidates

No

Yes

Independent expenditures in favor of or against
political candidates

No

Yes

Contribution to PACs

No

Yes

Appearance of political candidate at church meeting
or service*

Yes

N/A

Payment of expenses for candidate to appear

No

Yes

1) Nonpartisan candidate surveys or guides**

Yes

Yes

2) Voting records

Yes

Yes

3) Candidate political statements

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

1) Political ads sold at market rate

Yes

N/A

2) Political ads sold at less than market rate

No

N/A

3) News stories

Yes

N/A

4) Editorials endorsing or opposing a political candidate

No

N/A

Nonpartisan voter education and registration

Yes

Yes

Nonpartisan get-out-the-vote drives

Yes

Yes

Distribute at church:

Rent church list at market value if offered at same rate
for all candidates
Publish in church newsletter, bulletin, or magazine***:

the following conditions in publishing or distributing the survey:
• Publish the response of all the candidates for the particular office by use of ‘yes’ and ‘no.’ The survey should not
specify what is the desired response.
• Do not include any words indicating either endorsement of
or support for any of the candidates or their positions on
issues.

* A political candidate may appear at a church service. The
appearance of candidate before a church service, however, is
limited as follows:
• Any other candidate for the same office that requests to
appear must be given the same opportunity; and
• No solicitation for funds may be made by any representative of the church. In addition, a church may allow political
candidates to use the facilities of the church for events
or meetings on the same basis that civic groups and
other organizations are allowed. If civic groups and other
organizations are required to pay rent for using the church
property, the political candidate should be charged the
same amount.

*** Church publications:
• Political Ads: A church newsletter or magazine may publish
an ad for a political candidate, as long as the ad is purchased at
the regular rate for ads in that publication.
• News Stories: A church newsletter, bulletin or magazine may
publish, without limitation, news stories on political candidates
and political campaigns.
• Editorials: A church may not publish an editorial supporting or
endorsing a candidate for political office or political party.

** A church may publish or distribute the results of surveys of
candidates on public issues. Such surveys, however, must be nonpartisan. As a result, 501 (c)(3) church groups should observe
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Federal Income Tax Exemption

UCC “Blanket” Tax Exemption
“The Internal Revenue Service issued a letter ruling on June 10, 1964, granting a group tax
exemption to the United Church of Christ and its conferences, associations, synods, councils,
and educational, charitable, and religious organizations as listed in the Yearbook & Directory”
(UCC Yearbook and Directory, page 2).

Do Churches Need their Own 501(c)3?
“Churches are exempted from filing for recognition for tax exempt status under section
508(c)(1)(A) of the tax code. Thus, even if [XXX Church] was not listed under the UCC’s
exemption, as a church it is still automatically exempt from income taxes 501(c)(3) without first
applying to the IRS for recognition of exempt status. The UCC’s blanket exemption, however, is
effective, so it has formal recognition as a 501(c)(3) through the UCC. That said, it’s fine if the
church wants to go through the time and expense of getting its own exemption, because it may
indeed be true that large donor organizations as a condition of grant making desire the grantee
to have its own exemption. That’s different, however, from reaching the conclusion…that [XXX Church]
is not a 501(c)(3).”

How Do I Get Proof of Tax Exemption?
• Call Conference Minister’s office at 808‐791‐5640, or,
• Send email to leehenrychang@hcucc.org

What Will I Receive?
 Copy of the UCC Yearbook and Directory listing
 Copy of the 1964 IRS determination letter
 Copy of the 2002 IRS affirmation letter
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http://congregationallibrary.org/churches/records-management

Managing Church Records
Introduction
Organizing church records is often a daunting task—but it can be done. This section provides basic
information on:
•
•
•
•

Writing a policy for managing records
Weeding and organizing paper documents
Creating safe long-term storage
Maintaining digital records

Writing a Policy
A written policy provides a rationale for deciding what materials to keep or discard, and how long
they should be kept. It is indispensable for the person responsible for organizing and discarding
records, but also provides a common understanding for others, including committee chairs and
church staff.
Although some items may seem valuable because they are old, a good policy will help you
distinguish between what is important in the long term and what is not. Keep three basic criteria in
mind:
• Some items are important to keep for legal reasons
• Duplicate copies are not necessary
• Keep only what you create, i.e., no need to archive denominational newsletters, magazines, or published books

A good policy is a cooperative task. We suggest enlisting an ad-hoc committee or one or two
interested individuals to help with the writing. Then it will be important to explain the policy to the
congregation’s leadership and the staff members who will be carrying out the work. However good
your policy may be, it will only work when it has the full support and understanding of all the people
involved.
Download a sample policy document [MS Word format]

Weeding and Organizing Paper Documents
Tools of the Trade
Before you start, make sure you have these materials:
1. Pencils. All new folders should be labeled in pencil, since they will likely be updated regularly.
2. Good erasers. Since most pencil erasers inevitably smudge, we suggest using the Staedler or Magic Erase
brands.
3. Archive quality folders. Don't skimp on good materials— you will need folders that will not speed up the
deterioration process. These are available at a standard office-supply store.
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4. Acid-free/buffered copier paper for making archive copies. Please note, that once the buffered paper is out of its
packaging, it is all but indistinguishable from normal copy paper. The "good stuff" is usually less brilliantly white
and has a water mark. You will need to order this from one of the archive-supply companies listed at the end of
this booklet.
5. Boxes or file cabinets. The average church file cabinet works just fine for long-term storage, though some
archive quality boxes may be necessary for odd-shaped materials

Weeding
Gather up everything
Most—but not all—of the materials you will be organizing will be found on church premises. But
some will have gone home with committee chairs or staff, and will only return if you issue a general
alert. At this stage of the project, try to stay flexible. You may well end up with more material than
you want, or have to convince a well-meaning member to release missing files.
At this point, you will want one or two long tables in an out of the way place that will be
undisturbed—perhaps locked—while you are not working.
Identify what to keep
Our retention chart lists the different kinds of records most churches produce. The largest and most
important include annual meetings, membership list, and minutes of standing committees, but you
will also end up with many newsletters and bulletins. As you begin to sort them into piles, don’t
worry about getting all your categories right the first time. You will likely be evaluating and sorting
new material throughout the entire project. When in doubt wait, and the decision may become
clearer as you keep working.
Download a sample retention schedule [MS Word format]
Start discarding
In most cases, one copy is enough. You can also discard all canceled checks, out-of-date monthly
statements and bills, and weekly giving envelopes. From there, deciding what is "historically
valuable" gets trickier. If you just can’t decide, we suggest designating one box for questionables,
until you have a clearer sense of their value.
Shredding
Not all discards should be thrown away or recycled. Be prepared to hire a company to deal with
shredding sensitive documents, i.e., financial statements and anything with personal information
(addresses, phone numbers, social security numbers).

Organizing
Establishing order
Your ultimate goal is a method for locating documents without wasting time and energy. Whatever
order you decide upon should be intuitive, clear, and consistent — in other words understandable to
others beside yourself. It should also prioritize to allow quicker access to records you will be
consulting regularly. Overall, a simple chronological or alphabetical listing works best, depending on
the type of records. Ideally, committees should be arranged by title and minutes by date.
Labeling folders
You will definitely be making changes and adjustments as you go deeper into the material being
organized, and so it is best to use a pencil. Keep the label descriptions consistent and simple: a
good formula for labeling folders is <general topic>, <specific topic>, <YYYY year>.
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Create an inventory
We suggest using a mainstream, easily accessible software program like Microsoft Excel to create a
spreadsheet, one that you can edit and change as you go along.
Share
Once you have a list, share it with those who are most likely to need to find items.

Safe Long-Term Storage
Identify hazards, reduce risks
Much of preservation is simply identifying possible dangers and avoiding them. For example, storing
materials near a kitchen or fellowship hall—places associated with food, in other words—may lead to
problems with insects looking for a good snack or place to live. The real key is minimizing the risk to
historically relevant materials by animal pests, fire, flood, and of course theft
Climate & environment
A standard file cabinet is perfectly fine for storing records. In every case acid-free archive boxes and
folders will guard against deterioration.
Basements and attics are fine for storage too. In the first case make sure to store everything a foot
or two off the ground, to avoid damage by flooding. In attics protect records from potential roof leaks
with polypropylene sheets.
The steadier the temperature and humidity level, the safer your records will be. Extreme heat and
humidity encourage mold growth; fluctuating conditions can make paper brittle. A good dehumidifier
will be a wise investment as mold is potentially dangerous for human beings as well as church
records.
Avoid storing records in direct sunlight. Wood pulp paper is filled with acidic compounds which turn
the paper brown and brittle as a matter of course, but sun acts as a catalyst. We recommend UV
filters on nearby windows and over fluorescent light bulbs, which can also over-expose delicate
paper to UV light.
If you are rescuing records from wet or humid storage, definitely check for mold. Water stains on
boxes or a musty smell are tell-tale signs, as are black speckles or splotches. If you suspect mold,
quarantine the material immediately and consult an expert. (The Northeast Document Conservation
Center provides a good summary of procedures.) The material may need to be thrown away, to
avoid infecting the entire collection.

Digital
Managing your digital files is just like managing your paper files—except when it's not. As seemingly
unhelpful as this phrase may be, it's actually quite true. Just like paper, with digital files:
•
•
•
•

Appraisal is key—you don't have to keep it all.
Proper labeling will save time later on.
All files should be made of "stuff" that is sturdy and durable.
Files should be stored in an appropriate environment.

Appraisal
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Every file kept on a computer (personal or office) that is made by a church employee or officer and
pertains to the running of the church is part of a church's digital record. Remember that it is not
necessary—or advisable—to keep every digital file. Those you do keep should reflect your overall
records retention strategy and/or help you tell your church's history. Keep the files that the assigned
archivist or records manager has deemed worthy of long-term preservation, and keep the ones you
are required to retain by law for the mandated retention period. If files do not meet either of these
requirements, you do not need to keep them after they have ceased to be actively used. In other
words—digital appraisal is just like the appraisal of paper records.

Labeling
File names that are short and descriptive will go a long way toward making files easy to find. Add
some sort of date information to the file name, and finding the right versions of documents becomes
much easier as well. To help with this, consider adopting a file naming convention — a pre-defined
structure for creating file names that accurately describe the file’s contents. The goal is to be able to
know what the file contains without having to open it.
Your file naming convention should be simple, easy to follow, and understood by everyone needing
access to the files. With that in mind the office manager, pastor, and other staff should have
significant input in the process.
A few tips on naming conventions:
•
•
•
•

File names should be short, but adequately descriptive
Spaces are generally not your friend. Use dashes (-) or underscores (_) where spaces are required
Capital letters are also not your friend. Use all lower-case letters
File names should contain no special characters other than dashes (-) and underscores (_)

Structure Formulation

Template

Example

File name + Date of creation

filename_YYYYMMDD

bulletinchristmaseve_20121220

File name with hyphens and
year

file-name

vbs-press-release-2013

Committee name + file
name + date

committee_filename_YYYYMMDD

diaconate_homecommunionlist_20130615

File name + revision status
+ date, if useful

filename_status

sermon20130728_final
churchhandbook_SMedits_20130729 (SM
being editor's initials)
stewardshipletter_draft3_20130429

File Format
The Right "Stuff"
Saving your files in "good" formats will help ensure that you have access to those files over time ,
that others will have access to those files (common file formats mean easy sharing) and that your
files won’t deteriorate when you aren't paying attention.
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File Type

Recommended Format

When to use recommended format

Document (text)

.docx

If using Microsoft Office 2007 or newer

.doc

If using Microsoft Office 97 or older

.pdf

When you no longer need to be able to edit a file, and need to retain it
for reference purposes only (old drafts, last year's bulletins, last year's
annual reports, etc)

.rtf (rich text)

If needing to easily share any text document created with another
word processor program

.xslx

If using Microsoft Office 2007 or newer

.xsl

If using Microsoft Office 97 or older

.csv

When you no longer need to be able to edit a file, and need to retain it
for reference purposes only OR when using any other spreadsheet
program

.pptx

If using Microsoft Office 2007 or newer

.ppt

If using Microsoft Office 97 or older

.pdf

When you no longer need to be able to edit or present the file, and
need to retain it for reference purposes only

.jpg

For image files you intend to share (via email, cloud, or social media)

.tiff

For high-quality images to be used in printing, or that are to be
archived and kept (Note: tiff files take up a lot of storage space)

.png

For images that are to be archived and kept (Note: PNG files are
smaller than tiffs)

.csv

For back-up exports of data (to be archived) (Note: Assuming you are
using a proprietary database software, a CSV export of the raw data
will allow for the raw data to be put into another database system if
necessary)

Native file format

Use whatever format your database program naturally saves in for the
working copy of your database.

Spreadsheet

Presentation File

Image

Database files

Storage
Storage of digital records matters, because how and where you store your files impacts their
likelihood of being usable in three or five or ten years. While digital files aren't subject to mold or
insects like paper records, they are subject to other perils. When storing your digital files, take the
following points into consideration:
• Lots of copies keeps stuff safe. Multiple copies in multiple locations (physical locations) help ensure that a
sudden power surge doesn't wipe out your only copy, or that a flood doesn't take out your entire server. Maybe
this means that you save a copy of your most important documents to an external hard drive or a USB flash drive
and keep in in a bank vault. Or maybe it means you take a look at cloud storage
• Storage media have shelf lives. A data CD will typically only allow access to items stored on it for 2-5 years, an
external hard drive for approximately five. Keep in mind also that some storage media will become inaccessible
when technology changes (i.e., floppy disks and zip drives).
• Sometimes the easiest long-term storage for an important digital file is in hard copy. Paper stands up to "benign
neglect"— meaning you can put it on a shelf and leave it and be able to read it 20 years later—in a way that
digital files don't.
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• Sometimes the best and most accessible solution to long-term storage of digital files is a combined approach:
print the most critical documents (the files that you would absolutely need in order to recover from disaster, or if
you lost computer service for a significant amount of time), back up the next level of important documents to
multiple storage media (CDs and a flash drive) and store them in different locations (maybe put one in a bank
vault), and send the third-most important files (that do not contain sensitive personal information) to the cloud.[1]
• No matter what, you should at least have a regular back-up of your digital records. These back-ups don’t have to
be permanently archived, but should be enough to be useful to recover any documents lost in the event of
computer failure.

[1] "Sensitive personal information" in this instance is subjective. Types to consider include Social
Security numbers; information on confidential pastoral interactions, prayer requests, or financial
assistance; credit card or bank account numbers; personnel records; tithing or donation information
that has not been made anonymous; contact information that does not appear in a phonebook
(unless you have permission to distribute). In all instances, when storing on the cloud, or on
unsecured external media, ask yourself about the information contained in the files, and what the
consequences would be of that information becoming public.
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This example of a church records schedule was borrowed from the United Methodist’s General
Commission on Archives & History. Thanks to the folks there for enthusiastically letting us use their
template. They can be found at http://www.gcah.org
For Congregational Churches: Please consider this document to be a template that should be altered to
suit your needs.
LOCAL CHURCH RECORDS SCHEDULE
RECORD SERIES
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

Total

Current

Archives

Accident and Injuries
Records

Workers Compensation Claims
Records

Settled+6.

Active

NO

Accounts Payable
Records

Claims and Disbursements
Records, Expenses, Accounting,
Bookkeeping, Paid Invoices,
Finance, Purchasing

7

2

NO

Accounts Receivable
Records

Membership contributions, offering
records

7

2

NO

Administrative Reports

Charge Conference reports,
Administrative Board reports,
Council on Ministries report, or
administrative council reports

Permanent

2

YES

Annual Fiscal Reports

Closing of the Books Records,
Financial Reports, Balance
Reconciliation Records, State
Accounts Reports

Permanent

4

YES

Architectural
Drawings, Blueprints,
and Maps

Permanent.

Audit Records

Permanent

4

YES

Bank Deposit Books

7

2

NO

Bank Deposit Slips

3

3

NO

Bank statements

7

3

NO

Benefits Policies and
Procedures Records

Permanent

Active

YES

Bequest and Estate
papers

wills, gift agreements, bequests

Permanent

Budget Records

Annual Budget

Permanent.
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YES

As
Necessary
4

YES

LOCAL CHURCH RECORDS SCHEDULE
RECORD SERIES
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

Total

Current

Archives

Bulletins

Sunday worship bulletins, special
local church occasion bulletins

Permanent

2

YES

Permanent

Active

YES

7

1

NO

3

3

NO

Local church committee records

Permanent

4

YES

Contracts

repairs, maintenance, lease
agreements, loans

4 - service
contracts
6 -Repairs,
Lease,
Loans
Permanent
- new
constructio
n

4

NO expect for
those
going to
Archives

Correspondence subject

Correspondence on special or topic
interest

permanent

Active

YES

Correspondence transitory

Routine correspondence

1

1

NO

Deduction
Authorization Records

Deductions Input List

Active + 4

Active

NO

Deeds

Deeds, Conveyances, Covenants,
easements

Permanent

Bylaws
Cancelled Checks

Cashed Checks

Certificates of Deposit,
Canceled
Committee Records

As
Necessary

Directories

Permanent

Current

YES

Employment Eligibility
Verification Forms

Active +1
(3 yrs
Min.)

Active

NO

Permanent.

Active

YES

Grievance Records

Active +3.

Active

NO

Insurance Policies

Permanent

Active

YES

Employment Policies
and Procedures
Records

Employment Policies
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LOCAL CHURCH RECORDS SCHEDULE
RECORD SERIES
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

Total

Current

Archives

Insurance Election
Records, Employees

employme
nt +6

Active

NO

Inventories of Property
and Equipment

Until
superseded

Active

Transfer to
Archives
for Review

Invoices

7 (except
for major
constructio
n)

3

NO
(transfer
major
constructio
n series to
Archives)

Membership records

Membership register, baptisms,
marriages, transfers

Permanent

Newsletters

Church newsletters, not
denominational-wide

Permanent

2

YES

5

2

NO

Active

NO

Pay Authorization
Records
Personnel Records

Personnel Files

Active+7

Property Files

deeds, title papers, repair history,
permits, lease agreement

Permanent

Purchase Orders

7

YES

As
Necessary
3

NO

Real Estate Surveys

surveys, plot plans and related
correspondence

Permanent

Rejected Applications

Rejected and Incomplete
Employment Applications

2

1

NO

Search Recordsaccepted

Active+7

Active

NO

Search Records - all
others

5

1

NO

Shipping and Freight
Records

3

3

NO

Staff Meeting Records

Permanent.

4

YES

Tax-Exempt
Certificates

Certificates and Form 990
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Permanent

As
Necessary

As
Necessary

LOCAL CHURCH RECORDS SCHEDULE
RECORD SERIES
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

Total

Current

Archives

Tax Returns

7

5

NO

Tax Withholding
Authorization Records

Active + 5

Active

NO

Time Sheets

3

3

NO

Travel Records

5

1

NO
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explainer
ESSENTIAL FINANCIAL CONTROLS
Policies that protect your church’s funds

S

eems every month brings news
of another unfortunate loss in
a church — a trusted treasurer,
leader or employee mismanages or
absconds with church funds, causing
disappointment, conflict, perhaps
even panic. The time has come
to set aside the fear of offending
long-serving volunteers and establish
common sense controls that ensure
the safety of church funds and those
who manage them.

Protect the church & treasurer
Good financial controls don’t just
protect the church — they protect
financial staff and volunteers as well.
The first, and perhaps most essential
measure: insist on dual controls. Dual
controls ensure that duties are segregated, with all transactions occuring
in full view of at least one other
(unrelated) pair of eyes — that no one
has the opportunity to manipulate
a transaction as it moves through

the church’s financial system. Dual
controls include —
ü at least two unrelated people count
offerings and other funds
ü one person prepares checks, while
a different, unrelated person signs
ü all account statements are opened
and reviewed (and ideally reconciled) by someone other than (and
unrelated to) an authorized signer
Dual controls not only protect the
church from loss, they also reduce the
opportunity for financial personnel to
be tempted to make bad choices.
With dual controls in mind, every
church should develop, document
and implement at least a minimal set
of financial policies that include —
ü standard procedures for authorizing, completing and reconciling
transactions
ü guidelines for documentation and
record-keeping
ü safeguards over access to and use of
assets, records and online accounts

This is not an offer to sell our securities to you, and we are not soliciting you to buy our securities. We will sell our securities only in states where authorized. The
offering is made solely by our Offering Circular, which may be obtained by calling us at (888) 822-3863. Our securities are not insured by the FDIC or any other
state or federally regulated institution. Rates may change without notice.
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TALKING POINTS
w The Number One Policy —

INSIST ON DUAL CONTROLS

w At a bare minimum, ensure all
account statements are sent
to the church and opened
by someone unrelated to the
church’s financial transactions.

w Corral multiple accounts so all
funds flow through the treasurer and are managed in compliance with proper controls.

w Use accounting software, but
streamline the chart of accounts for greater clarity.

w Do not avoid establishing smart
policies for fear of offending
volunteers. Good policies not
only protect the church, but
help protect volunteers from
temptation and suspicion.

cornerstonefund.org

ü an internal audit program, and an
external audit when possible
Obviously, if various committees
and groups within the church are
permitted to manage their own funds,
the treasurer will have great difficulty
ensuring appropriate controls are
maintained. The church’s governing
body should establish a policy that
requires all funds raised or spent in
the church’s name flow through the
treasurer’s office. The treasurer must
segregate group funds as designated,
report regularly to the group, and
promptly honor requests when funds
are required.

Insist on term limits & backup
Some churches resist controls because
few volunteers are ready to take on
financial roles and leaders want to
avoiding alienating the willing. But
treasurers and other financial officers
must be subject to term limits — both
to ensure regular turnover in church
financial management and to share
fairly the responsibility for handling
church funds.
Ideally, a Treasurer is supported by
an Assistant Treasurer: someone who
can share tasks, serve as a second for
control purposes, and be prepared to
step in quickly should the treasurer
be unable to complete her/his term.
While many churches have someone
designated to account for gifts and
offerings, the treasurer needs an
assistant who can take on a broader
range of tasks and serve as backup.
With a standard term limit of three
years for both treasurer and assistant
treasurer (who can succeed the
treasurer when the treasurer’s term
ends), a church can enjoy six years of
continuous financial service.

Ensure consistency & clarity
While financial volunteers take on
their roles with varying degrees of
skill, all should manage and report
church finances in a manner that is
standard, easy to understand, and
consistent.
In this second decade of the 21st
century, even small churches should
be using computerized accounting
software to maintain church finances.
While church-oriented programs like
Church Windows and PowerChurch
offer excellent integration of various
church tasks, even small churches can
afford the basic QuickBooks program.
Spreadsheets, while helpful for analysis, are not appropriate for church
bookkeeping as their programming
is often quite personal to the spreadsheet creator and subject to error.
When setting up software, develop
a streamlined chart of accounts to
avoid an excess of detail that complicates the treasurer’s job and makes
succession more difficult.
The added advantage of accounting
software: it is designed to create
reports, graphs and other documents
that communicate church financial
information clearly — and clarity
and transparency remain essential to
building trust and donor confidence.
When reporting, remember that less
is more: the more people receiving
the information, the more summarized that information should be.

Learn more
The UCC’s Financial Ministries offer
additional materials that can help
churches establish good policies to
protect church funds and people.
Visit online today.

A GOOD START
1. Duties will be sufficiently segregated to prevent one person
from manipulating or hiding a
transaction.
2. At least two unrelated persons will
count all gifts & offerings.
3. Offerings will be promptly deposited in church bank accounts,
and shall not be taken to an
individual’s home.
4. Donor’s checks will be promptly
stamped for deposit only with the
church’s account info.
5. Bank statements will be
reconciled with receipts and
disbursements, preferably by a
non-signing individual.
6. For any sales operations, the
church will monitor personnel
and use a method that records all
transactions (like sales registers).
7. Financial personnel will be required
to take a vacation of at least one
week each year, turning over
responsibilities to other(s).
8. Authorization for all checks will be
documented and approved by the
relevant leader (committee chair,
etc) before signing.
9. Checks over $[AMOUNT] will
require more than one signature.
10. Signature stamps will remain
properly secured.
11. All signature authorities will be
reviewed and updated annually.
12. A purchase requisition or
purchase order system will be
used to prevent or detect the
unauthorized purchase of goods
and services.
13. All receipts for charges to church
credit cards will be submitted and
reconciled each month.
14. An independent external source
will perform an audit each year.
15. Purchasing procedures, authority,
and limits will be clearly communicated to staff and volunteers.
16. The Treasurer will provide regular,
clear financial reports to the
church governing body.
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FINANCIAL SECRETARY

Compare tally and
deposit slip

Deposit slip copy
from bank

Forward
reconciliation report
to Treasurer

Enter deposits in
bank reconcliiation
report

Church
mail

Bank
Statement

Counter 2 -Counts all

Counter 1 -Counts all

Deliver tally to
Financial
Secreitary

Verifies bank
deposits and
cleared checks

TREASURER

BANK

Enter results and
both sign tally

Treasurer
reconciles
statement with
recon report

Audit
Commitee

Immediate deposit
checks and cash to
bank night drop

Treasurer receives
unopened bank
statement

Prepare bank
deposit slip

Note: This financial flowchart is provided as a representative procedure and guidance only.
Adoption does not provide absolute assurance of financial integrity in the absence of
Insurance Board, 2010
periodic audits and other controls.
http://www.insuranceboard.org/assets/AgentDocuments/Financial_Controls-Flowcharts-2011-02-04

Record gifts
from
envelopes

Tally and
envelopes

--Count Cash
--Record checks
--Enevelopes (mark cash
or check)

Cash & checks

Money Received -- Collections - cash,
envelopes
-- Fundraiser

COUNTERS

SEPARATION OF DUTIES
COUNTING OFFERINGS
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NEWS TO NOTE

Acknowledge contributions!
Protect the deductibility of your members’ contributions

T

reasurers and contributions stewards take note! A recent article in
a publication for CPAs told the
story of David and Veronda Durden, who
deducted the $25,171 in contributions
they’d made to their church only to
have the IRS successfully challenge their
deduction on a technicality: the Durdens
had cancelled checks, but they didn’t have
an acknowledgement from the church.

Giving statements are critical!
While this story seems hard to believe,
CPAs confirm that any contribution of
$250 or more — even when made in the
form of a check — must be substantiated
in order for the deduction to be protected.
The IRS states that taxpayers need a “contemporaneous written acknowledgment”
of the contribution. This acknowledgement to the donor, usually provided as a
giving statement, must include —
1. The amount of cash (including
checks), and a description (but not
the value) of any property other than
cash contributed
2. A statement declaring whether the
organization receiving the donation
provided any goods or services in

3.

consideration, in whole or in part,
for any cash or property that was
contributed.
A description and good faith estimate
of the value of any goods or services
received by the donor, or if such
goods and services consist solely of
intangible religious benefit.

In the Durden’s case, the church had
provided a year-end statement acknowledging its receipt of the contributions,
but the statement did not say whether
any goods or services were provided in
consideration for the contributions. In
disallowing the deduction, the Tax Court
noted that the terms of the relevant statute
require an affirmative statement that no
goods or services were received.

Here’s what to say —
To satisfy items IRS requirements, every
giving statement should include a declaration stating a version of “Donor did not
receive any goods or services in connection
with these contributions other than
intangible religious benefits.”

@
SUBSCRIBE

for tips, updates & more
Stay up-to-date on information
from the Cornerstone Fund.
Subscribe to any or all of our
email updates —

RATES
A weekly email directly alerting
you to the most recent rates on
both investments and loans.

CHURCH MANAGEMENT
A brief monthly article to help
pastors, church officers and other
leaders navigate a range of church
management challenges, from
budgets and finance to policies
and risk management.

EDUCATIONAL EVENTS
An occasional email with information on new Cornerstone Fund
programs, webinars and more.

E-NEWSLETTER
Receive our quarterly newsletter,
Cornerstone Notes, by email. The
same useful news, delivered right
to your inbox.
To subscribe, send us an email at
info@cornerstonefund.org
This is not an offer to sell our securities to you, and we are not soliciting you to buy our securities. We will sell our securities only in
states where authorized. The offering is made solely by our Offering Circular, which may be obtained by calling us at (888) 822-3863. Our
securities are not insured by the FDIC or any other state or federally regulated institution. Rates may change without notice.
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How To Keep Minutes of Meetings
The Importance of Keeping Minutes of Meetings
Meeting minutes are evidence of what occurred at that meeting. Laws in some states
specifically require that non-profit corporations keep and maintain minutes of their proceedings
and complete books and records of accounts. Often in legal transactions such as borrowing
money, selling real estate or securities, copies of the official action as recommended in minutes
are required.
What Are Minutes?
The official notes recording what occurred at a meeting of members or trustees of an
organization are the minutes of the meeting. The book in which the minutes of an organization
are kept is the official memory, recollection, and record of decisions of the organization. In this
form the minutes become the legal record of actions taken and plans called for in the ongoing
work of the organization.
Any organization legally chartered, organized by a constitution and bylaws, or acting in behalf of
a larger group of members must keep minutes of all meetings. Subject to any limitations
prescribed in the articles of incorporation and not prohibited by law, the minutes are open to all
members of the organization.
The minutes are the organization's history and its plan of action for the future. They record past
decisions and official actions so that in the future they may be referred to for information and
guidance. They express the will of the members present about plans, policies, and specific
actions.
Who Keeps the Minutes?
With but few exceptions, the secretary of the organization has responsibility for both the taking
of the minutes and the maintaining of the minutes. The exception would be where the body of
the organization has appointed some other person to have this responsibility. A good example
would be a church board which has an elected secretary but which has given the official
responsibility for the taking and keeping of the minutes to the employed secretary of the church.
The secretary, in close cooperation with the presiding officer, takes notes at business meetings,
prepares the minutes from the notes, presents them to the group either in printed form or by
reading them and makes any corrections or additions as called for by the group. The secretary
may wish to tape record the discussion at meetings in order to refresh one's memory when
typing the minutes. The secretary signs the original presented copy of the minutes before
changes are made.
Bylaws usually designate the secretary as the keeper of the organization's books and records.
He or she should keep these books and records in a safe place with a copy kept at some other
site for safety. Many groups will want to have these books and records bound annually and it is
recommended that two copies be bound so that one copy can be kept at hand for reference and
guidance while the other copy is placed in another location for protection.
The Minute Book
All minutes for a church or church board should be kept in one book. In this way all meetings of
members and of board members are recorded in sequence, by date. The reason for the use of
a single, chronological minute book is that congregational meetings are generally held only
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annually or semiannually. These are intertwined among the minutes of the board which meets
more often. The congregational minutes usually follow the actions taken by the board. Thus the
keeping of all minutes as a record of a single stream of activities is what is needed to follow the
official action of the board and the congregation.
The minute book should contain at least the following:
• Title Page
• Copy of the Constitution and/or Article of Incorporation
• Bylaws (and any amendments which have been added)
• Minutes of all regular and called meetings of the board
• Minutes of all regular and called meetings of the congregation (the board and

congregational minutes shall contain copies of all financial reports and other
departmental or committee reports which are made in writing)
• Loose-leaf books are preferred by most secretaries. It is desirable to bind the minutes at
the end of each year or place them in a legal binder which can be purchased in office
supply stores. Good quality, acid-free paper for the original copies is preferable.
The handwritten meeting notes taken by the secretary should be carefully set in order with
proper English and neatly typed. Pages should be numbered with the date of the meeting at the
top of each page. An index by subject, date, and page number is very helpful and desirable.
This should follow the minutes for each year. The book should always be treated as an entire
unit. Pages should not be removed to be taken to a meeting or anywhere else. The entire book
should be taken to produce the continuity of the records and to have the information available
for ready reference.
Minutes of each meeting should end with the signature of the secretary. After they are
presented (and corrected, if necessary, in ink) at the next meeting, the corrections should be
initialed in the margin by the secretary and also by the presiding officer at that meeting. Such
corrections may be made only with the consent of those present at the meeting, with the
exception of typographical errors.
Once the minutes have been approved in corrected form, the countersignature of the presiding
officer shall be added below that of the secretary with the current date, in verification of their
correctness. Some organizations require that each page of the minutes be initialed by the
secretary and presiding officer. No changes or alterations may be properly made in the minutes
after verification. Even corrections, typographical or grammatical, may be made only with the
approval of the members present at a regular or called meeting. If corrections of actions or
changes in decisions or records are to be made after they have been verified, that may be
indicated in the minutes of subsequent meetings—not by rewriting history.
Contents of the Minutes
Minutes of each meeting should contain at least the following information. All parts are needed
to give complete and accurate reporting for future reference and for legal information.
• Time (date, hour and minute)
• Place, both address or name of site and room number or description (fellowship hall,

minister's study, library)
• Statement that the meeting was duly called:
• By whom
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• By the kind of notice (regularly scheduled, if it is a called special meeting then the

procedure set forth in the bylaws should be followed)
• It would be well to attach a copy of the notice to the minutes for any called or special

meetings.
• Presiding officer
• Secretary of the meeting
• Names of those present and those absent, in the event provision is made for voting by

proxy the minutes should show the names and number of those voting by proxy.
• Reading, correction, and adoption of the minutes of the previous meeting.
• Adoption of the agenda if it is prepared in written form.
• A record of what occurred at the meeting, including:
• Resolutions proposed
• Resolutions adopted (names of movers and seconds and the outcome of the vote

including the number for, against, and abstaining if a count is taken)
• Reports of officers, committees, departments, and ministers (especially the treasurer's

report)
• Primary issues or themes discussed
• Adjournment time (date, hour, and minute)
• Signature of secretary
• Countersignature of presiding officer (obtained at the next meeting, when these minutes
are adopted)
Verbatim recording of discussion is not required or even general practice. Issues and subjects
should be recorded indicating whether there was major or minor time spent in the discussion. If
there are specific statements made for or against issues, these can be summarized. If the
statement seems important enough, the substance of the statement and the name of the person
making the statement may be recorded.
Example of Meeting Minutes
The General Board of the First Christian Church of ....... met in regular session on Tuesday,
October 14, 200-. The meeting was called to order at 7:32 p.m. by the chairperson, ......, in the
fellowship hall of the church.
A quorum was present with the following members in attendance: ...... Members absent were:
....... The additional following persons were present: ...... (titles should be given if they are
church officials such as minister, trustee, church school superintendent, etc.)
The meeting was opened with prayer by ......
The minutes of the previous meeting, held on September 12, 200-, were accepted as circulated
by the secretary, ......., (or as read) and the specific items that were held for further
consideration were reported on. These items were: ......
The agenda was adopted as circulated at the meeting. (The use of a prepared agenda can be
helpful for several reasons. It outlines in advance the items which should be discussed, it gives
members present some idea of items to be discussed and the order in which they are to be
received, it requires persons to state in advance if there are additional items they wished
discussed, and most important of all it gives the secretary an outline to follow in recording the
minutes.)
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Mr./Ms. ..... reported for the long range planning committee .......
MOTION: That $..... be authorized for the purpose of ....... Moved by ....., second by ....... The
motion was approved. (It is helpful to indent all official motions with a space above and below
so they can be quickly seen when reviewed at a later time.)
The financial report was given by the treasurer, Mr. ..... A copy is attached to these minutes.
Committee Reports
Evangelism .....
Worship ........
In behalf of the nominating committee, ..... proposed the following slate for election for the
coming church year be accepted and recommended to the congregation:
Chairperson of the congregation .......
Vice-chairperson ......
Secretary .......
Treasurer .......
Elders .......
Deacons .......
The meeting was adjourned with prayer by ..... at 9:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
_________________, Secretary
Approved, November 17, 200____________________, Chairperson
Source URL (retrieved on 02/23/2016 - 3:55pm): http://www.discipleshistory.org/help/howkeep-document-meetings
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UNITED CHURCH FUNDS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
COVENANT OF BEHAVIOR
Seeking to be faithful in Christ, to our mission and for one another, we covenant in a spirit
of trust and love to uphold these guidelines as we meet together and make our decisions:
Listen before answering (Proverbs 18:13)
 Come prepared having read all background materials and desiring to be 100
percent present at all times and for one another.
 Welcome and regard each other as equals with our own unique gifts and graces.
 Listen respectfully and generously, both to the words spoken and the feelings
beneath the words.
 Withhold judgment of one another, our motivations or our experiences.
 Encourage open and honest dialogue while maintaining confidentiality when
needed or requested.
Speak the truth in love (Ephesians 4:15)
 Be open and ready to new learnings from various perspectives.
 Ask questions that seek to clarify and expand discussion without hurting or
intimidating others.
 Share our concerns in a spirit of love and respect.
 Maintain our focus on the agenda and purpose of our meeting, rather than on
anyone’s motive, character, intelligence or integrity.
 Speak for ourselves only, expressing our own thoughts and feelings, referring to our
experiences, and avoiding broad generalizations.
 Be mindful and respectful of time, allowing all to speak and knowing when enough
has been said.
Maintain the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace (Ephesians 4:3)
 Create and maintain community with each other even when our discussion is
vigorous or full of tension.
 Include those who should be involved in our discussion even if we disagree with
them.
 Seek consensus whenever possible, and if we disagree, to do so with a desire to
work for change in ways that are consistent with this covenant.
 Be ready to forgive and be forgiven.
 Pray inclusively, for our disagreements and for God’s grace, guidance and vision.
 Believe that it is possible for us to be refreshed and to have some fun as we meet
together.
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Sample Conflict of Interest Policy
First Church shall not enter into a financial transaction with an interested person, unless
all six requirements of the “Conflict Process” are met.

DEFINITION OF INTERESTED PERSON AND FINANCIAL INTEREST
•

Interested Person. Any elder, trustee, officer, or member of a committee with
governing board delegated powers, who has a direct or indirect financial interest,
is an interested person.

•

Financial Interest. A person has a financial interest if the person has (directly or
indirectly, through business, investment, or family) an ownership interest or
compensation arrangement (or potential ownership interest or compensation
arrangement) in any entity with which the Church does business or makes a
financial arrangement.

CONFLICT PROCESS
If the Church wishes to consider entering into a transaction with an interested person, the
following steps must be followed:
1. The interested person must fully disclose the financial interest.
2. The disclosure shall be noted in the minutes for the meeting.
3. After discussing the matter with the board, the interested person should leave the
room so the transaction may be discussed by the board in his or her absence.
4. The deciding body must make a diligent effort to find alternatives to entering into
a transaction with an interested person.
5. The Church shall not do business with interested persons if there is a better
alternative.
6. The interested person shall not vote on the matter.
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HAWAI'I CONFERENCE UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY
Introduction
The Hawai'i Conference of the United Church of Christ ("Conference") is committed to the
highest level of Christian ethical and moral standards and behavior in the conduct of its mission
and ministry both inside and outside of the Conference. Any person or organization affiliated with
the Conference is expected to understand and adhere to these standards. Any action inconsistent
with these standards or in conflict with the Conference’s best interests must be immediately
reported to the Conference.
General Duties
All Officers, Members of the Conference Council, and members of Missional Teams and
all Council and Conference Committees (“interested persons”) are expected to discharge their
duties as such: (a) in good faith, (b) in a manner which they reasonably believe to be in the
Conference’s best interests, and (c) with such care as an ordinarily prudent person in a like position
would exercise under similar circumstances.
Conflicts of Interest
All interested persons should be particularly mindful of any situation in which their
personal interests or those of their immediate family members and siblings may directly, indirectly
or potentially conflict with those of the Conference.
Conflicts of interest between an interested person and the Conference can exist in a variety
of situations, and each interested person is expected to carefully scrutinize any and all transactions
in which he or she is or may be involved for actual or potential conflicts of interest. The existence
of, or potential for, such conflicts must be promptly and completely disclosed in writing to the
Conference Council or the Committee of which the interested person is a member. This disclosure
must contain a description of: (a) the existence and nature of the interested person’s conflicting
interest, and (b) all facts known to the interested person regarding the subject matter of the
transaction.
The Conference assumes and expects that every interested person will recognize those
situations where conflicting interests exist or may potentially arise, and that every interested
person will comply with his or her fiduciary duties to promptly bring such situations to the
attention of the Conference Council or Committee.
Additionally, no interested person should personally acquire any interest in or enter into any
transaction that involves an actual or potential conflict of interest and where the transaction is one:
(a) that the Conference is financially able to undertake; (b) that is in the nature of the
Conference’s business; (c) that is of a practical advantage to the Conference; and (d) in which the
Conference has an interest or reasonable expectancy.
If the Conference Council or Committee has reasonable cause to believe a member has
failed to disclose actual or potential conflicts of interest, it shall inform the member of the basis
for such belief and afford the member an opportunity to explain the alleged failure to disclosed.
If, after hearing the member’s response and after making further investigation as warranted by the
circumstances, the Council or Committee determines the member has failed to disclose an actual
or potential conflict of interest, it shall take appropriate disciplinary and corrective action.
Records of Proceedings
In situations of actual or potential conflicts of interest, the minutes of the Conference Council, or
those of Teams and Committees with Council-delegated powers, shall contain: (a) the names of persons
who disclosed or otherwise were found to have an actual or potential conflict of interest, the nature of the
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interest, any action taken to determine whether such interest was present, and the Council’s, or Team’s or
Committee’s, decision as to whether such interest in fact existed; and (b) the names of the persons who
were present for discussions and votes relating to the issue, the content of the discussion, including any
alternatives to the proposed transaction, and a record of any votes taken in connection with the
proceedings.
Gifts and Favors
No interested person shall accept or seek any gifts, favors, payments, fees, services,
rebates, valuable privileges, discounts, trips, vacations, loans (other than conventional loans from
a lending institution) or other perquisites from any person or organization that does or seeks to do
business with or competes with the Conference. Any gift more than a nominal value accepted by
an interested person shall be timely disclosed in writing to the Conference Council. No interested
person shall provide or give gifts or favors to any person, organization or entity where such gift or
favor may tend to impair the interested person’s independent judgment or assessment concerning
the Conference’s operations.
Confidential Information
Every interested person should regard and consider any and all information that is not
generally disclosed to the public to be Confidential Information. This information includes, but is
not limited to: (1) any and all corporate files, records and documents; (2) any and all discussions
amongst the Conference’s Officers, Council Members, and Team or Committee members; (3)
present and future business plans and financial arrangements; (4) marketing plans and materials;
(5) staff and personnel issues; (6) contract forms; (7) names or identities of vendors or contractors;
(8) information from or regarding the Conference’s activities (including financial, administrative
and property information); (9) non-public financial data; (10) strategic alliances or relationships;
(11) past, current or future business transactions, processes, operations or financial data, business
results, computer and communications systems and information about other matters that, if
disclosed, would be detrimental to the Conference or its reputation; and any other information
deemed confidential by law.
Every interested person is responsible for making policies and/or executing procedures by
which the Conference develops and conducts its mission and ministry. No interested person shall
appropriate any Confidential Information for his or her personal gain or for any other individual’s
or entity’s profit or benefit. No interested person shall directly or indirectly disclose any
Confidential Information or use such information in any way without having first secured the
Conference’s express written authorization and permission, either during or following said
interested person’s tenure with the Conference.
Compliance
At any time an interested person believes that a conflict with this policy and its standards
exists or may exist, said interested person shall report the same in writing to the Conference
Council. Every interested person shall annually complete and submit a Conflict of Interest
Statement.
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Hawai’i Conference United Church of Christ
Conflict of Interest Statement
I have read, understand and agree to abide by the Hawai’i Conference UCC Conflict of
Interest Policy.

Name (print):

Signature:

_____________________________________

_______________________________________

Date: _____________________________________________
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WHAT DOES

BOARD SERVICE

The three legal duties of a
nonprofit board member:

ENTAIL?
Care

How the three main roles of the board relate to the
10 basic responsibilities of nonprofit board members:

Establish
Organizational Identity
Ensure Effective
Planning

Determine Mission
and Purposes, and
Advocate for Them

Ensure Adequate
Financial Resources

Loyalty

Put the interests of the
organization before
personal and professional
interests.

Obedience

Ensure Resources
Select the Chief
Executive

Pay attention to the
organization’s activities
and operations

Comply with applicable federal,
state, and local laws; adhere to
the organization’s bylaws; and
remain the guardians of
the mission.

Build a Competent Board
Enhance the
Organization’s Public
Standing

How current boards rate
themselves on the ten basic
responsibilities:

Provide Oversight

Responsibility

Support and Evaluate the
Chief Executive

Protect Assets and Provide
Financial Oversight

Monitor and Strengthen
Programs and Services

Ensure Legal and
Ethical Integrity

Sources: Board Fundamentals, Ten Basic Responsibilities of Nonprofit
Boards, Leading with Intent, Legal Responsibilities of Nonprofit Boards

CEO Chair

Mission		

A–

A–

Financial Oversight

B+

B+

Legal/Ethical Oversight B+
CEO Support
B
Strategy		
B–

B+
B+
B

CEO Evaluation
B–
Monitors Performance B–

B
B

Community Relations C+

C+

Board Composition
Fundraising

C+
C

C
C

© 2016 BOARDSOURCE.ORG
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Fort St. Tower, Topa Financial Center
745 Fort Street, 9th Floor
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813-3815
(o) 808-528-8200 (f) 808-536-5869 chunkerr.com

WHO OWNS A MINISTER’S SERMONS?
Copyright Law and Ecclesiastical Works
By Andrew R. Bunn & Kekoa Keiley
What is a copyright?
A copyright is a form of legal protection for “Works” that have been reduced to a
tangible form such as writing, electronic data, audio and visual recordings and other permanent
or semi-permanent forms. Copyright law does not protect thoughts or ideas which have not been
put into tangible form.
What types of “Works”
ks” are Protected by Copyright Law
Law?






Literary works:: Written sermons, prayers, liturgies, articles, books, stories, etc. whether
written physically or saved in an electronic format on a computer.
Musical works:: Songs, musical compositions and accompanying lyrics;
Pictures and Graphical Works:: Paintings, photographs, etc.
etc.;
Audiovisual works: Video recordings of a sermon, prayer, liturgy,, talk, lecture, etc.
Sound recordings:: Audio recordings of a sermon, prayer, liturgy, talk, lecture, etc.
etc

Who Owns a Copyright?
A copyright is owned by the Author of the Work. An author is the person or person(s)
who created the work. However, many people may be surprised to learn that when an employee
creates a Work in the scope of his or her employment, the copyright is owned by the employee’s
employer. Therefore, the copyright
pyright of any Works made by a m
minister
inister as an employee of a
church are therefore owned by that church.
hurch.
When a minister creates a Work outside the minister’s scope of employment, however,
the minister owns the copyright to that Work. Determining whether a Work
ork is made within the
scope of employment can be challenging and requires consideration of many factors including,
including
among other things:







ork was created at the employer’s direct instruction;
Whether the Work
Whether the employer has the right to ccontrol the manner in which the Work
ork is created;
Whether the Work
ork was created usin
using tools or instruments supplied by the employer;
Whether the Work
ork was created at the employer’s place of business;
Whether the Work
ork was created during normal business hours
hours; and
Whether the employer is in the business of creating or providing such Works;
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Examples of Works Created
Within the Scope of Employment
Sermons and liturgies prepared by the minster at
church facilities to be used in relation to the
minster’s position with the church
Articles prepared by a minister for the church’s
congregation as an assignment from the church
Songs prepared or created by a minister or other
church employee to be performed by the church
choir

Examples of Works Created
Outside the Scope of Employment
Non-ecclesiastical works created by a minister
outside of the church using non-church resources
Personal stories written outside of the church
without church resources for non-church
purposes
Songs prepared for personal use outside of the
church and outside of normal church hours using
non-church resources

Why is Copyright Law Important to You?
Use of copyrighted Works that are owned by a church without the church’s permission is
a violation of copyright law. Use of sermons, prayers, or other copyrighted Works created for
use at the church cannot be used at any other church or setting unless the church which owns the
copyright authorizes such use. Furthermore, as the owner of the copyright, the church has the
exclusive right to reproduce and distribute these Works. Some exceptions, however, include the
following:
Fair use – A copyrighted Work may be used for various purposes considered to be “Fair
Use” including criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship and research.
However, the distinction between what is fair use and what is infringement is not always clear.
Consent – A person may use copyrighted work owned by another with the consent of the
owner of the copyright.
Copyright Licensing
Realizing that a minister’s sermons, prayers and other ecclesiastical creations are deeply
personal in nature, a church may consider granting ministers permission (a license) to share their
Works outside of the church. Such permission should be in writing and should be clear about the
terms of use. It is up to the church and the minister to decide on what such terms might be.

*The information contained in this document has been prepared at the request of the Hawaii
Conference of the United Church of Christ and is not intended to be relied upon by any member
or other person without prior consultation with an attorney.
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Foreword -- Why SafeConduct™?
In search of a unique term to define this abuse prevention ministry, the Insurance Board
has come upon the term SafeConduct™. Its appeal is in the dual meaning of
“conduct” as it applies to preserving sacred space. First, we wish to nurture good
“conduct” as demonstrated by personal behaviors that are consistent with our religious
values. Second, as we might “conduct” an orchestra, we wish to “guide” and to “lead”
in ministry.
Every relationship is defined by the quality of conduct. From the ethics of adult
relationships, to fair uses of power, mutual support among peers, nurturing of trust and
defense of vulnerable individuals, our conduct defines us as individuals and leaders.
Organizational conduct, including your safe church program, must begin with the
creation of a policy and a set of procedures appropriate to your ministries. On the one
hand, your policies must be comprehensive, while you must also be able to “live” them
every day. The Insurance Board is pleased to provide you services that support your
policies and their implementation.
While the services we provide focus on conduct in support of children and preserving
sacred space, the fundamentals have application to broader concerns including ethical
relationships, sexual harassment, protection of vulnerable adults, bullying, and tolerance
around race, religion and sexual orientation.
Several policy resources are offered here:
 The denominations we support have published documents regarding abuse
prevention programs. Links to documents are provided on this website.
 A National standard for abuse prevention programs has been articulated by
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). You can find the information by going to
their link on this website.
 The resources of our partner, Praesidium, Inc., are also available through this
website in the form of a self-assessment tool, sample policy language, on-line
training programs and background checking services.
The information contained in this area is open to every site visitor. On-line training and
background checking services are available to all United Church of Christ,
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) and Presbyterian Church (USA)
organizations who are participating in the IB insurance program or eligible to
participate.
The services we offer here, on-line training and background checking cannot be
implemented in a vacuum. They are building blocks in a solid structure of abuse
prevention. Once you have created your program, it is essential that you sustain its
essential activities with discipline and consistency – SafeConduct™.
If your organization is taking its first steps, you are beginning an important journey, one
filled with certain challenges, revelations, satisfaction, and reward. We hope that you
find the resources offered here valuable.
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Starting Praesidium Services
To begin using Praesidium services, you must first appoint an Administrator. Your
Administrator will be provided login credentials to
1. operate the Armatus training system and
2. enter information directly in the background checking system.
The two systems are very easy for a novice computer user to operate and can be
operated in a paperless environment.
After Armatus users are assigned, the Administrator can track individual progress and
create reports as needed.
The results of background checks are almost instantaneous. You may have access to
different levels of checking based on your comfort level with maintenance of confidential
information. See the Administrator Guide in the Administrators section of the website
to help decide who should be an administrator and which level of service you desire.
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OUR CHURCH’S
WIDER MISSION
(OCWM)
BASIC SUPPORT

Leader’s
Guide

THE UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST:

God’s continuing testament in the
world, extravagant welcome, and
transformed lives.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

WHAT IS OUR CHURCH’S WIDER MISSION (OCWM) BASIC SUPPORT?

T

his is the name we give to congregational gifts that support wider UCC ministry in
Conference and national settings.

WHY GIVE TO OCWM BASIC SUPPORT?

T

he United Church of Christ emphasizes God’s continuing testament in the
world, the extravagant welcome of our churches and transformed lives.
Because we believe in God’s continuing testament
in the world, we…
TAKE STANDS FOR JUSTICE AND PEACE
PROCLAIM GOD IS STILL SPEAKING
COMMUNICATE THE UCC MESSAGE
HELP LOCAL CHURCHES CALL PASTORS
GATHER FOR GENERAL SYNOD
VISION AND PLAN THE FUTURE OF UCC MISSION
TEACH BEST PRACTICES FOR PASTORS AND CONGREGATIONS
NURTURE FORMATION OF THOSE DISCERNING A CALL TO MINISTRY

Because we believe in extravagant welcome, we…
PREACH A WELCOMING AND OPEN UNDERSTANDING OF CHRISTIAN FAITH
RESPOND TO DISASTERS AND HUMAN TRAGEDIES
FEED THE HUNGRY
SEND HELP AROUND THE WORLD
REACH OUT TO OUR NEWEST NEIGHBORS
NURTURE ECUMENICAL AND INTERFAITH RELATIONSHIPS
CARE FOR OUR RETIRED UCC CLERGY AND SPOUSES
FOSTER HEALTHY AND VITAL CONGREGATIONS

Because we believe in transforming lives, we…
RAISE OUR CHILDREN IN FAITH
EQUIP LEADERS FOR CHILDREN’S AND YOUTH MINISTRIES
FOSTER BEAUTY IN WORSHIP
SUPPORT CLERGY IN THEIR MINISTRIES
PROVIDE FINANCING FOR NEW CHURCH STARTS AND CHURCH BUILDINGS
PROVIDE ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES TO THE CHURCH
ARE THERE ANY SUGGESTED GUIDELINES OR GOALS FOR GIVING
TO OUR CHURCH’S WIDER MISSION BASIC SUPPORT?

T

here may be goals within your congregation or suggested by your Conference.
Check with your pastor. General Synod voted to affirm general giving guidelines for:
Intentional annual growth in all our mission giving
Increased giving of one percent of the church budget per year
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5 Ways to Increase Giving
TO OUR CHURCH’S WIDER MISSION BASIC SUPPORT:

1
2
3
4
5OCWM
INFORM CHURCH LEADERS ABOUT OCWM!

C

hurch leaders annually prepare and present a draft budget for congregational
vote. They ask many questions about the financial needs of the church. How
much will we tithe to Our Church’s Wider Mission Basic Support? What will it
take to keep the church doors open and welcoming? How much will we need
for salaries and benefits for the pastor and staff? What will Sunday school
supplies cost? What is the Mission, Christian Education or Stewardship
Committee requesting this year? These questions are answered by leadership.
Meet with each one and talk to them to be sure they know about Conference,
national and global ministries made possible by gifts to OCWM Basic Support.

WORK TOWARD OCWM GIVING GOALS!

G

oals for giving to OCWM Basic Support are set by Conferences in
some cases or by congregations or both. Work with church leadership to set attainable goals to increase giving. Begin with short-term goals
that lead to long-term growth. Do you want to increase OCWM Basic
Support by 1% of the church budget per year until you reach a goal of
5%? You may plan on giving 10% of the church budget to OCWM within
6 years. Set goals, establish a progression and give regularly!

ESTABLISH YEAR-ROUND OCWM EDUCATION!

W

hat does the congregation know about Our Church’s Wider Mission?
The question “What is OCWM?” is usually heard around budget time
and the answer is not a short one. This is why it is crucial to provide stories
throughout the church year to answer this question. Included here
are OCWM promotional resources and suggested uses. Use them or
create your own! Consider hosting information fairs during fellowship hour, feature UCC News articles each week on bulletin boards,
ask the Conference for news to share, create bulletin inserts or use
Mission Moments Be inventive and have fun!

EVERYBODY COUNTS WHEN IT COMES
TO OCWM!

M

embers can learn about Our Church’s Wider Mission in a variety of
ways. Some will read bulletin board postings, others a newsletter
or email, and some will rely on the pastor or a visiting guest from the
Conference for information about mission. Look over Our Church’s Wider
Mission Promotional Resources (list included) and use the UC News,
Changing Lives video stories, and print materials to communicate OCWM
information to every member.

CELEBRATE GIVING TO OCWM!

W

ork with the pastor to invite Conference staff to visit the congregation on
Sunday. Ask the visitor to share a three-minute story of mission made
possible because of gifts given to OCWM, and present the OCWM monthly gift.
Find other ways to gather stories to celebrate giving to Our Church’s Wider
Mission! The possibilities are endless.
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Is Your Church 5 for 5?
CONGREGATIONS THAT GIVE TO OUR CHURCH’S WIDER MISSION BASIC
SUPPORT AND EACH OF THE FOUR SPECIAL MISSION OFFERINGS ARE 5 FOR 5
CONGREGATIONS!
UCC Basic Support
Provides funding from congregations for Conference and national ministries of the United
Church of Christ (Wider Church Ministries, Local Church Ministries, Justice and Witness
Ministries, General Ministries, and Pension Boards).
One Great Hour of Sharing
FOURTH SUNDAY OF LENT
Channels resources for international programs in health, education and agricultural
development, emergency relief, refugee ministries, and both international and domestic
disaster response, administered by Wider Church Ministries, Global Sharing of Resources.
Strengthen the Church
PENTECOST SUNDAY
Grows the UCC’s future by funding The Stillspeaking Ministry, new and renewing churches,
youth and young adult ministries, and lay and pastoral leadership formation – especially
among women and people of color. These ministries are carried out by your church’s
Conference, Local Church Ministries, and The Stillspeaking Ministry.
Neighbors in Need
FIRST SUNDAY OF OCTOBER
Supports ministries of justice and compassion throughout the United States,
including the Council of American Indian Ministries (CAIM), justice and
advocacy, and direct service projects supported by Justice and Witness
Ministries.
The Christmas Fund
SUNDAY BEFORE CHRISTMAS
Helps provide pension and health premium supplementation to low-income retried
church workers, emergency assistance to clergy families in need, and Christmas checks
to hundreds of annuitants, as administered by the Pension Boards.

TOGETHER
WE ARE
CHANGING
LIVES!
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Our Church’s Wider Mission

Promotional Resources
www.ucc.org/ocwm
Mission Moments:
Use Mission Moments every week to tell a story about your congregation's connection with the wider
church. Each issue - which is designed to be inserted with your newsletter or Sunday worship bulletin is an effective way to inform your members about what they make possible through their gifts to Our
Church's Wider Mission.
Free online resource! Go to: www.ucc.org/stewardship/mission-moments

Changing Lives:
In these one to three minute videos, UCC members highlight moments of personal transformation and
visions of hope found in their United Church of Christ journey. These can be shared with your congregation.
Go to www.ucc.org/changing-lives or call UCC Resources to order a DVD at (800) 537-3394.
Free! You pay only shipping.

Plain Talk:
A four minute video clip with a whimsical explanation about Our Church’s Wider Mission.
Great for new members! This DVD also includes Changing Lives stories. Go to
www.ucc.org/changing-lives or call UCC Resources to order a DVD at (800) 537-3394.
Free! You pay only shipping.

Other OCWM Resources:
Online at www.ucc.org/ocwm find the OCWM PowerPoint presentation, a video prayer
for the church, the Special Mission Offering resources for One Great Hour of Sharing, Neighbors in Need,
Strengthen the Church and the Christmas Fund, a “Basic Support” web tour for mission supported
by gifts to OCWM and more.
United Church News:
www.ucc.org/news
Sign-up for RSS news feeds www.ucc.org/news/newsfeeds. Share these UC News stories.
Print and post stories on the church bulletin board or in the church newsletter. Also Subscribe to UCC
weekly electronic newsletter KYeP at www.ucc.org/news/keeping-you-eposted/
Conference News:
Share news with church members about Conference programs supported by gifts to Our Church’s Wider
Mission. Contact the Conference. Need the web address or phone number?
Find it here: www.ucc.org/about-us/conference.

United Church of Christ
700 Prospect Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115
To order this free guide, please call
(800) 325-7061 or go to www.uccresources.com
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Other Resources for Moderators

Tax and Tax‐Related Issues
• Richard Hammar, 2016 Church & Clergy Tax Guide, Christianity Today, 2016
(order online; search on title)
Safe Conduct (formerly, Safe Church)
• insuranceboard.org/safety_solutions/default.aspx
Ministers Compensation and Terms of Call
• www.ucc.org/ministers_search‐and‐call
Meeting Devotions (group and personal devotions, too)
• devotional.upperroom.org
• www.ucc.org/daily_devotional
General Resources (including bylaws, forms, policies)
• www.hcucc.org/, then click on “Resources”
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HAWAI‘I CONFERENCE UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
1848 Nu‘uanu Avenue
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96817
Thank you for your continued support of Our Church’s Wider Mission and special offerings to the mission
of the Hawai‘i Conference and the United Church of Christ.
Please use this form when submitting your church’s missions offerings to aid in the timely and accurate
processing of your gift.

Mission

Suggested Date

Amount

OUR CHURCH'S WIDER MISSION

Monthly

$_________

SPECIAL SUPPORT
th

$_________

1 Sunday in October

st

$_________

-Christmas Fund (Veterans of the Cross)

Christmas

$_________

-Strengthen the Church

Pentecost

$_________

-One Great Hour of Sharing

4 Sunday of Lent

-Neighbors in Need

HCUCC SPECIAL OFFERINGS
rd

$_________

st

$_________

-Henry Opukaha‘ia Scholarship

3 Sunday in February

-He Waiwai no na Ekalesia

1 Sunday of Advent

OTHER GIFTS
- Others _______________________

$_________

**Please make checks payable to the Hawai‘i Conference UCC

Total

$_________

Church Name:

_______________________________________________________

Church Treasurer

_______________________________________________________

Church Address:

_______________________________________________________

Date:

_______________________________________________________

Revised 11/14
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